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Nancy Gray
Assistant News Editor
, The party's over. Atleast on the
BSUcampus.
President
Charles
Ruch
announced in a news release last
Wednesday that alcohol consumption would no longer be tolerated
on university grounds inaccordance with State Board of Education policy.
,
The policy states that alcoholic' ,
beverages may, not be possessed or
~onsumed on Idaho campuses. The
Increased effort to enforce policy
was prompted
by an accident
involving a U of I sorority pledge
who became intoxicated and fell
from.a thir~-floor fire escape and is
noW'paralyz'ed
from the waist
down.
",
Ruch said' efforts ,Will bexriade,
, to remind students, an9, thenublic
of the alcOhofPonC}'.,;"·"'-'~;'"
, "

of

.Notice.s
the Board's policy
will be dIstrIbuted to fans in the
stadium parking lot before Saturday's game against Northeastern
University in an effort to eliminate
traditional tailgate parties.
Also, law enforcement officers
will patrol the stadium lot.
"We appreciate social activities
which support and celebrate university events. But we also ask
those who attend activities
to
re~p~ct State Board policy," Ruch
said In the release.
'
The university will host an alcohol-free tailgate party Oct: 23
before the Idaho State game. The

,;;;";;~\~-~~r~~(J~~;;\'~~-'
__
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Blaze causes $7 5,000 to $30,000 in damage

Heidi Smith .
Staff Writer
Corky Hansen
News Editor

AJbltorlScoll

RaV\lll

Boise firefighters work to save the Physical Plant carpentry
shop last Tuesday night.

A quick response by the Boise
Fire Department saved more than
$200,000 in BSU property
last
week.
The Physical Plant carpentry
shop, located across University
Drive from the Engineering Technology Building, caught fire last
Tuesday night.
, "Our department
made an
excellent stop on that fire," inspector Joseph Daugenti said.
'.
By the time the fire department
arrived on the site, seven minutes
after the initial report, the flames
had made their way to the roof of
the building.
"If they had been another six
minutes we'd have lost the whole
building," Physical Plant director
Arden McGinnis said.
McGinnis said the damages,

Wo an assault~d after n~ghtclass
,

Dawrt Kramer

,

The bike was locked to a pole
The victim waited until the next
near the street. As the victim leaned . day to report the accident.
The
down to unlock it, the assailant
police report said that bruises to the
An unidentified male assaulted .a approached. She heard his steps in' .woman's face, arm and back were
female BSU student in a campus
the, gravel and turned around. He
still visible.
, parking lot after a night class recentpicked her tip by her head, slammed
The report described the assailant
ly.
, her against a car, kissed her and
as six feet-tall; 220 pounds with
The assailant grabbed the woman
threatened
to rape her, but was '" brown eyes and hair in his early to
as she unlocked her bike in the park- . scared away by a car.
mid 20s. He was wearing a sweating lot across University Drive from
, Police are investigating the incishirt, Levi's and had a scar under his
dent.
left eye:
'
the Student Union around 9:30 p.m.
Editor-in-ehief

, estimated$15,dOO
to $30,000,
, could have totaled $250,000 H the
shop had been destroyed,
,
"I'm, thanking my lucky stars," ,
McGinnis said. .
The fire mostly damaged the
ceiling and roof of the, building.
Although the damages will hinder
full use of the building, workers
were able to use most of the shop
the next day.
,,
The Physical Plant report stated
that the fire started about 10:00
p.m., and was first noticed by CUstodian Shane Mishler 25 minutes
later. McGinnis said Mishler initially thought the flames he saw
dancing in the southwest comer of
the building were a reflection.
According
to Digaunti,
the
deparment'spreliminary
investigation indicates that a rag, soaked
with a highly flammable staining
liquid, was improperly discarded
earlier in the day. He said the cloth
probably ignited spontaneously,
starting the fire.

,New apprentice
program begins

second week of November.
, TheB~U
,farm
business
management
program is a threeyear series of courses, beginning
The tradition ofa.pprenticeship
, with introduction
to computers,
training has risen to the level of
accounting,
inventory,
balance
higher education. BSU students can
sheets. and' income statements,
now pursue careers as carpenters,
. planning and bUdgetiitg.
,electricians, line workers, masonry
,
the program ,is 'designed ,to
workers, plumbers and. sheet metal
teach farmers to computerize' their
workers through apprenticeships.
records, improve the quality and
Student apprentices learn on-thefrequency of financial statements;
job skills under the tutelage of
and increase efficiency through
qualified journeymen
and take a
budgeting, forecasting and records
minimum of 144 hours per year of
analysis.
,
college courses under the BSU
Blain Hope, course instructor, is
College of Technology's outreach
a former farmer, herdsman
and
apprenticeship program. Classroom
feedlot and ranch -forernan. A
instruction
rtormally runs from
graduate
of Brigham
Young
September through March or April,
University,
he has been a beef
with classes held one or two, nights
quality assurance coordinator for
per week and occasionally
on
the Idaho Cattle Association and
weekends.
drought relief coordinator for the
Apprenticeship
students
are
Idaho Department of Agriculture.
sponsored, by a company, employer
Thition costs $200 per farm unit.
or union and are registered through
For more information, call Hope in
the U.S. Department
of Labor,
Nampa at 467-5707 or toll-free at 1Bureau of Apprenticeship
and
8()().442-3221.

coverage of these issues.
The project,
.titled
Dialogue on Idaho.'sTax

"Public
Policy,"

reflects the commitment of the three,
universities
to involve interested

Management,
'3861.

Development

at 385-

In'
te'm at.·on'al
club
,'"
'
plans. year's event

groups and citizens ill exploring tax '
policy ill Idaho.
",
A statewide su.rvey,as· well as " , ,About 30 students, representing
public meetings and focus group
16 countries, met Sept. 10 for this
discussions, wUl be heldin each of
year's.
first .meetlng of, the
Idaho's three major regions; with
International Students Association.
both urban and rural perspectives
Raymon
David 'and
P.K.
considered. The information gained
Kunalan discussed the land and
wiUbe used to inform policy makers
peoples of Malaysia, their native
about citizen preferences
for tax
country. Different students make a
structure and public services.
' presentation about their own nation'
For more information,
contact
as a part of each general meeting of
Weatherby in Boise at 385-4018,
the organization.
, '.
Zelus in Pocatello at 326-3050, or
ISA President Helen Kotuc said
Cooke in Moscow at 885-7170.
planning will begin soon for the
organization's
participation
in the
volunteer
program
"Into
The
Streets."
'.
The next meeting will be,at'3:30
p.m. Oct. 8 at the Capital Boulevard
Pizza Hut, after which the members
The skills required to become ari
will participate' ill.the Homecoming
Parade.
"
effective supervisor are taught in the
Foundations of Supervision series'
1iaining.
About 30 students, representing
offered from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m,
16 countries, met Sept. 10 for this'
Interested persons should contact
Saturdays, Oct. 2-23.
year's
first
meeting'
of the
the BSU apprenticeship
outreach
The series, presented
by the
International Students Association.
program at 385-1974 or the Bureau
Center
for
Management
Pizza Hut, after which the
of Apprenticeship
and Training at
Development at BSU,is designed for
members will participate
in the
334-1013.
Homecoming Parade.
those
managers
or. aspiring'
managers or supervisors who, want
to update their skills.
The Northwest Area Foundation
Topics discussed include: role of a
recently awarded Idaho's .three state
supervisor and what it takes, to do
universities a $27,000 grant to assess
the job well,
techniques,
for
the level of citizen understanding of
measuring
maximum
quality
the
state
tax
structure
and
to
provide
BSU senior Daniel Ramirez was
performance,
skills
for
opportunities
for
citizen
Kids can enjoy Halloween safely
named to the staff of Idaho Sen. Dirk
communicating
in the workplace,
"'involvement
in
tax
policy
by participating in "Nightmare on
Kempthorne.
constructive
methods
of time
discussions.
University Drive" from 2 to 5 p.m.
Ramirez, a Nampa resident, will
management and ,planning
and'
Project
coordinators
include
Steve
Oct. 31 at BSU in the SUB Jordan
work part time representing
the
methods
for motivatin.g
and
Ballroom.
.
Cooke and Neil Meyer from the
Republican senator in the Treasure
'. empowering co-workers.
. :, .
Kids
ages
3-11
can
enjoy
carnival
University
of Idaho,
James
Valley.
Cost of the series is,$495, which
games, refreshments
and scary
Weatherby
and
David
Patton
from
Ramirez
graduated
from
includes 30 hours of instruction, a
stories. Costumes are suggested.
BSU and Paul Zelus from Idaho
Rupert's Minico High School in
three-ring
resource
binder and
Admission is free.
State
University.
Working
together,
1988, and has won awards form
textbook
entitled
"What Every
The event
is sponsored
by
the universities
are in a unique,
.Supervisor Should Know.". '
Image-de Idaho, Idaho Migrant.
Student
Programs
Board.
For
more
position
to.' ensure
statewide
To register, call the Center for
Council and Idaho' Minority At Risk
information, call 385-3655.
Scholarships.
Area citizens will now have
better access to his office, said
Kempthorne.
ASBSU Watch
"He'll be able to use ... his
Mari Duvall: lue, Thu: 1:30-4'-p.m.,'·Frl:, 9:40-11:40
Entire Senate(Senate Forum)
a.m.
'
ability to communicate effectively in
Caucus: Tuesday, 4 p.m.
,
John Fangman: Mon, Fri: 9-10 a.m., Wed: 9-10 a.m.,
English and in Spanish to provide
Formal Session: Thursday, 4 p.m.
2-:-5 p.m,
the kind of constituent service thatCommiUees(Senate'offices)
Jodie Farnsworth: Mon, Wed and Fri: 3:45-5 p.m.
Idahoans
not only expect, but
Budget and Finance, Student Mfairs: Tuesday, 3 p.m.
Damn Gleiser: The, Thu: 2-4 p.m., Wed: 4-5 p.m.
deserve."
Public Liaison: Tuesday, 5 p.m,
Erik Holinka: Tue, Thu: 1-3:30 p.m,
Ways and Means: Thursday, 3 p.m.
Bart Patrick: Mon: 12-1 p.m., Wed, Fri: 10 a.m.-12
In addition, all senators welcome students to share p.m;
their concerns during senate office hours.
Steve Pillott: Mon: 3-4:30 p.m., Fre 1:30-5 p.m.
, Terry Jones (Senate Pro-Tern) ..
Ginger Wright: Mon: 12:30-1:30 p.m., The: 2-4 p.m.,
Mon, Wed, Fri: 9~10:30 a.m., Tue: 9-10:30 a.m.,
Wed: 11:30a.m.-l:30 p.ni,
'.
Thu:1:30-4 p.m.
'
Farmers can learn computer
Clint BolindE!r:Mon: 9 -10 a.m., 2-4 p.m., Wed, Fri:
The week in the senate
skills and improve their efficiency
2-3 p.m.
'
'.
Senate BUI #2, which will allow for commendations,
through farm business management
Jesse Blanco: Tue, Thu: 8-10:30 a.m., 3-5 p.m.
instead of memorials, passed by a vote of 12-0-0.
classes offered ,at BSU's Canyon
MichealBusehen Mon, Wed: 11:30 a.m.-l p.m., Tue,
Senate Resolution,
#2, which calls for the
Thu: 3-4 p.m.
County Center in Nampa.
implementation
of an advisor for the Academic
The classes, which meet frorri 10
Brian Dulin: Mon: 1-4 p.m., Tue: 2-3 p.m., Wed
Grievance and Academic DishonestY Board' to help both
2:4S-:3:45 p.m.
a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesdays, begin the
the plaintiff and the defen~ant, passed by a vote of 12-0-0.

Supervisor skills
workshop offered

BSU'sPatton joins
area tax team

Kempthorne picks
up local, senior

Courses for farm
businessstarfing

• Saves your parents money
• Works from any phone
• Speed dialing
,·No

access fees,;:'

SPBsponsors sQfe '
Halloween treats ..
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SueKelUs
Staff Writer
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Last week's Volunteer
Fair gave BSU students,
faculty and staff the opportunity to learn about the
types of volunteer work
available in the Treasure
Valley.
, Many of the groups represented
at the Fair
acknowledged an ongoing
need to provide a wide
variety of volunteer services.
The BSU Volunteer Services Board Sponsored .the
, fair to bring volunteering
to the attention of BSU students, Fafa Alidjani, the
director of the VSB,coordinated the Fair.
"Volunteer work is a
solid reference to take to
'employers. It shows interest, initiative and empathy
as well as independence on
the part of students," Alidjanisaid.
'
Opportunities
for service range from one-time
jobs such as spring or fall

I
::1

Corky Hansen
News Editor
Not only can students find
gratifica.tion in providing
volunteer service in Utecommunity, but they may,also
discover volunteerism to be a
springboard into a career.
It's a natural jump, said
, ,Annette~on'tpton"
St.
Luke's Regional Medical
Center director of volunteer

yard work to on-going
positions requiring a commitment of several hours a .
. week. In some cases students can arrange internShips with the volunteer .
groups and university
departments.· .
,'
Participating organizations set up booths' and
distributed
handouts.
Informational,
displays
described various.' programs.
.
"The benefit of being on- .
campus is that we can
reach students who may
have a few hours a week to
spend, and want to do
something. constructive,"
St. Luke's Director of Volunteer. Services
Mary
Compton said. '
Many students do volunteer work, such as BSU
student Coleen Hashino,
who signed up to become a
Larry Satterwhite, president of Community Service
Big Sister.
Information to SSU stUdent .John McMahon.
''When I was little, Iwas
As a child, the program
her, she said.
a Little Sister [in this proprovided
Hashino
with
fun
St. Lukes Volunteer Sergram], and I want to give
activities
and
the
securlty
vices
and several of the
back what I gained from
of knowing someone cared
other organizations have
it," she said ..
enough to spend time with participated in other vol-

rs

II

In x

services.,
" Volunteering for an institution like St. Luke's affords
students the opportunity to
explore possible career eholceS,andexposes
them .to
careers that they had not
before considered, she said., .
lilt opens wiqdows and
opens doors" Compton said.
Debi Rul~, program manager of Junior Achievement
of Idaho, said that the pro-

ri n

BSU students were able to peer into the
future last week at the third annual BSU
Career Fair.·
,
Nearly 700 students visi.ted 51 booths of
corporations and educational, pro!?,ams
exibits, This was the highest turnout m the
Pair'sthree-year history, said. Career Planning and Placement Director Richard Rapp.
Last year about 500 students visited 43

gram helps student volun'1t's like being a teacher:'
leers arrive in the job market
Rule said.
.better equipped.
Since 75 percent of the
"It's just more practical
in, Junior
experience for them," she consultants
'Achievement are from the
said; .... . .""....
"
Volunteers, o~. ;cfJn,s~~~ 'coDlmunIty.' ~tud~ntsare'
often abl~'crinneCt:with' pro'tants,"jnJ~njor'
Achieye. ment work In c,?o~erat~on i~essjoriaJsin:theii~rojectedl.
with elementary, junior high line of ~ork, Rule said, . .
and high schools in helping
A history of volunteensm
students to ~de~ta~d and
can make a difference when
apply econonuc principles,
college graduates apply for
their first job, said Angie
Jewett, supervisor of the
Idaho Refugee Services Program.
.
"It shows that you take
time, that you're interested,"
she said
.
Ofte~ institutions hire
, from among their volunteers,
as was the case with Comp-

(·1,

bo<:,~. the whole we're really pleased. This .
is by far our most successful fair," Rapp said.
Rapp said more faculty e!1couraged s.tu, dents to attend the fair this year, which
boosted attendance.
'
.
r .
,"That, I think, is a key to our growth,' he
said.
'.'
.
Bringing a broad range of corporations
and programs to the Career Pair-Is a goal of .Student participation was up by.
200 people al the career Fair
its organizers.
.,
''We like to have as much diversity as possible" Rapp said. At last week's fair, booths out what employees are looking' for," Rapp
incl~ded government agencies, health care said.
establishme.nts and a theater ~ompany.
'1 think it gives [student~~a ~ittle~it betAmong the groups were eight or mne graduter idea of what's out there, said Juhe Eng,
ate programs, he said.
.
human resource generalist for. West One
The fair gives students .ne~r.graduation
Bancorp.
West One promoted the graduate
the opportunity to see who IShin~g for What
management
program at the fair.
positions at the different corporations, Rapp
Don Denton of Waddell & Reed said the
said.'
_.
"Students typically don't get a chance to qualities the financial planning group looks
for in employees are frequently found on a
talk to those people."
.
The fair is just as important t'? stud~n!s college campus. .
who are years away from graduation as It IS
"Students near graduation [have] a ma~:
to those who are seniors, Rapp sai?
.
. rily level that a lot of people don't reach,
/II think it's a great opportumty to fmd Denton said.

ArbIleriShawnlo

Hamel

Alternatives distributes

unteer fairs.
, Participants said they
appreciated the opportunity to recruit interested students on campus.

i

Career Fair peeks into ,'.realworld
Corky Hansen ,
News Editor

fits'

r

rs

ton, who worked at St.
Luke's as a volunteer before
she was employed as director ofvolun\eer services over
five years ago.
'. .
,··••·"There IsalwaytilthejpoesibDity of~g

~mpl0yed' ....

-COVJ1~:t::~isii:pio~ides

.students withgeneraJ skills
that make them valuable
members of the community
and its work force.
"It opens a lot of people's
eyes," Jewett said.
Participating in projects
for the good of the CO~unity increases students underst~nding of people, Compton
said.
.
"Any volunteerIng that
you do any~he~e expa.nds
your perspective, she Said.

With good beh_vior,youlll be
.out in just 5 months.
With a 4 year college degree. you can begin your
career inJaw as a paralegal in just 5 months.
• Approvedby the AmericanBarAssociation
Free lifetimenationalplacementassistance
• Financialaid availableforeligiblestudents
Includesa 100 hour internship
Call today for a free video "Your Career In Law"

, 1-800-848-0550

>

DENVER PARALEGAL
INSTITUTE
140119thStreet De.nver,CO80202

-~-~~:;;;~;~~~:;~~;~;;a:~;;;;
o
Please send freevideo YourCareer InLaw

Name
Address

-,-

'

_
_

City
--------:-~-=Z:-ip--Siale
--Phone
Age __
Graduation Dale

DENVER PARA1£GA1. tNSnlUlE

, 1401

19th Street
Denver. CO80202,
1-800-848-0550
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CampusweUness program
encourages healthy lives
Dave Fotsch
StaffWriter

do that in just one hour,"
mote awareness of healthy
Ross said.
lifestyles," he said.
Ross has the full support
Fitness education 'does
BSU President Charles
of her supervisor,
too,
not end with fitness proRuch recently invited faculty because he takes advantage
grams, Wohl said. The WeIland staff to improve their
of the same program-jogness Center offers the entire
physlcal fitness by utilizing ging three times a week.
BSUcommunity a variety of
the variety of health proThe program
began
programs designed to not
grams available to the uniunder the Keiser administra- only help people live longer,
versity community.
tion, but it seemed appropri- but to enjoy their longer
In order to encourage
ate to have Dr. Ruch official- lives.
.
more staff members to purly.endorse the concept, Wohl
Anyone thinking about
sue healthy lifestyles, Ruch said. Since Ruch's .endorse- an exercise program should,
authorized 45 minutes of ment,.10 staff members have consider doing a Total
release time every week for applied.
Health and Fitness Assessclassified and professional
,The'program is targeted
ment beforehand, which
staff to exerciseduring work' at classified and professional establishes a baseline from
hours.
.staff, because faculty mem- which realistic fitness'goals
While 45 minutes a week bers generally have more
can be set, according to
may not seem like a lot of flexible schedules-and can Wohl.
time, its effectiveness
make time to exercise
The program provides
depends on the way staff
between their class comnlit-participants
with a blood
members use it, BSU Well- ments, Wohl said.
chemistry profile and body
ness Center Coordinator
In order to participate,
composition estimate. AddiRoy Wohl said.
staff members must get their tional tests measure cardioMost of the employees
.supervisor's approval and
vascular endurance, pultaking advantage of the pro- then submit their proposed
monary function, flexibility
gram have done what Bren- exercise schedules to Wohl and strength, Wohl said.
da Ross, Foreign Student
at the Wellness Center.
In follow-up consultaServices coordinator in the
"I look at what they have tions Wellness Center staff
Admissions office,has done; to see how well-rounded it explain what the numbers
Three times a week, Ross is, then I might make some mean and prescribe an exerextends her lunch hour by suggestions," Wohl said. His cise program designed to
15 minutes so she can go suggestions may include a meet individual needs.
jogging.
weight-training program to
The Wellness Center also
Fifteen extra minutes
increase the strength of a offers computer-assisted
gives her time to walk from jogger, he said.
nutritional analysis, weight
her office in the AdministraThe exercise plan suggest- loss counseling, stress manArb~erlShaWIUI
tion building,
change,
ed by Wohl depends on the agement guidance
and
Along
with.
nutritional
analysis
and,
weight.(Oss
warm-up, jog, cool down
fitness goals of the employ- smoking cessation classes,
counseling, the wellness center tests body fat.
and shower.
ee, Wohl said.
r
"There's no way I could
''What we try to do is pro-

,...

'.

,....

..

.... ;,. ~;"

;......-._' .....".~ ....".,.., ;t;,,¥.,;,

National seminar helps
employees: lead at work
Learn the latest strategies
for organizational success
with "Soaring to Excellence:
Learning to Let Employees
Lead" from 8 a.m. to noon
Oct. 6 at BSU.
Sponsored by the Center
for Management Development at BSU, this nationally
acclaimed seminar is presented by Ralph Stayer, one
of America's top management innovators.
Using an enthusiastic
and entertaining delivery
style, Stayer conducts a fastpaced, participatory workshop that focuses on meeting the leadership chal-

lengesof the modem world.
Topics discussed include
the positive effects of
employee empowerment
and teamwork, the application of a future vision in the
present, the nature of success and the keys to becoming an effective organizationalleader.
The seminar costs $100 if
registered by Sept. 22 and
$110 after the deadline.
Group rates are also available.
The seminar fee includes
a complimentary coPy of
.'Star-er's book, Flight ot the
BUffalo •.

Join Us In'"""'\\
Th, 'Celebration!

Career fair shows. BSU'swares
High school students,
teachers, -counselors and
community members are
. invited to attend a career fair
featuring hands-on demonstrations of skills learned in
short-term programs offered
through BSU's School of
Applied Technol0!D"

~

Programs offered through
the College of Technology's
School of Applied Technology include broadcast technology, horticulture, business and office education,
welding and metals fabrication, culinary arts and manufacturing technology.

..,it'df4e4,

SMile & Fairview
Broadway Park
. 10366 Fairview Ave. 2168 Broadway
376~ROSE
342:'ROSE
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Ac:ljunct
numbers couse accreditation concerns
Morton
Andron
Staff Writer

adjunct staff accounts for
about 41 percent of the total
teaching staff this semester.
BSU's explosive growth
has sent school administrators scrambling for adjunct
faculty, and in some departments adjunct staff has
reached 53 percent of the
teaching force.
The staffing problem lies:
in the eight-step process that
alI colleges must go through
in order to hire new staff
members. Staffing requests
'must be approved by the
department chairper:son, the
dean, the executive
vice
president,
the vlcepresident, the executive budget
committee, the president,
the state board of education,
finally by the Iegislature, This process is long,
and by the time a staffing
request reaches the legislature it is deeply buried in
the universityfs budget.
President Charles Ruch
said he doesn't
receive
staffing
requests,
only
requests
for funds. The
same is true of the legisla-

Various BSU departments
could lose accreditation
if
the legislature
does not
approve more funds for fulltime faculty.
.In 1984 the Northwest
Association of Schools and
ColIeges in Seattle warned
BSU that its accreditation
would be threatened if it did
not decrease dependence on
adjunct faculty.
,
"High
numbers: of
adjunct facuIty can be a'
problem, but numbers alone
are not the only factor that
the NASC examines when
AJb~eriDrllll Becker
evaluating
a' program's
Kristin Davis, a part·time teacher, helps fill a void as enrOllment swells.
effectiveness,"
said Joseph
Maleck,
of the NASC.and
Ruch's rationale for high
track professors, but ma!\y
Maleck also said departEducation
meetings
last
numbers of adjunct staff
students and faculty memmentswhich have personnel
week,
President
Ruch
does notapply to the whole
bers
worry
about
the
problems are given a period
promised
to shift more
university.
Fun-time and
,adverse effects.
of time, usually one to two
money from administration.
traditional students are the .
Adjunct teachers are temyears, to make changes and
to instruction and student
mainstay
of some of the
porary staff, many of whom
then are re-evaIuated by the
services.
Ruch later said
hardest hit departments.
are looking for a permanent
NASC.'
some of those funds for
Departments
such as
position. They do not usualBSUis not in peril from
instruction would undoubtMath
and
English,
which
ly
do any student advising,
the upcomingre-accreditaedly be put toward hiring
have heavy commitments to
tion audit scheduled
for
new adjunct faculty, but
the university core, are in
which shifts that task to
19~4, said Maleck. However,
ture.
.
some would also go to reguworse staffing shape than
other faculty members.
certain departments at BSU
"The legislature just can- , most other departments.
lar staff teaching positions.
Another source of conare in for a renewed warnnot keep up with the large
The reallocation may also
Both of these departments
cern is the problem of qualiing and possible loss of
growth of part-time
sturequire all deans and associhave been able to counter
fications. A number of reg_
accreditation in the future if
dents at BSU," Ruch said.
ate deans to teach classes.
swelling
enrollment
by
ular faculty members feel
they do not increase their
Ruch . also said a large
This
new policy will stop
offering more sections every .that hiring under-qualified
permanent staff.
adjunct teaching staff is
the hiring of a few new
year, but only by hiring less
adjuncts is not the right way
Numbers obtained from
required to meet the changadjunct staff members, but it
expensive adjunct faculty.
to expand the lectures availBSU's Human Resources
ing needs of BSU's part-time
will not significantly reduce
Adjuncts may cost the
able in a department.
Department
show
that
student population.
the numbers
of extsting
University less than tenureDuring the State Board of
adjunct staff.
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Apple Macinlosb
, Color (1as:sk- 4/fIJ. Bl/ilI·in J(I'
'. ColorAfoniior and Apple KejJoard II.

The Macintosh" Color Classic: It effers a bright,sharpSony Ihnitron special fmancing with the Apple' Computer Loan" ...,.to make owning
dispiay. It~compact enough to fit on any desk. And ~ght now, this already , one even easier. Visityour Apple Campus Reseller today. For the ..
affordable mode, is available at an unheard-of pnce.You can also get
power more college students choose. The power to be your best: •.
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Store Hours:
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n rig Is
of speech here that affect all
~;n~J~~ri1~~if:~~~
of us," Rohlfmgsaid.
' , ,
I'()ughlyhaH,Willbe homosex-

Simpsaids anu:>sstatesman
denouncement of homosexti~
who has pioneeredopposiaBly, she said.
ASBSUHealth
Science
tion to the initiative for, conPrivate sexual behaviors
ual..: " "
Senator Iohn Fangman"presiservative groups inIdaho.
could also become factOrs in
, The purpose of the twodent of the recently-formed
'According to Rohlfing, the employment policies;
,
day conference is to dispel
BSU chapter of, the leA,
impacts felt ontheBSU camFallgDlan said the initiative
,some of the myths that are described the Initiatlveas a
pus' could include restricting
deals with the issue, of agebeing advertised about gay moral, political, ethical,' relilibrary materials' promQting., ,appropriateness in addressand lesbian people, Rohlfing ~oi1s~ ~~omic and medical
~o~~~exual.ity, ~iti~gthe
ing hcmosexuallty, which
said.
' . 'lSSue. ,',,'
,
,
,
waY'Prpfessois'~sS
homoBoth sides in the issue
"If Crosses lots of boundsexuality In 'th'~tlassroom
concerns.students at theelehave several educational tao- . aries.ThiS'affects everybody
and¢.u'bing Sdentificstudies
mentaryand 5eCQI\darylevel.,
tics in store for the Boise com-: , on campus," hesaid, .:
'
on ~e ~iC.'
, , ,
Both partieS plan to continmunity throughout the next
, The; groups vary in their
, , Jfthe Inltlatlve becomes
u~ campalgnlng for ,their
10 months.
' ','
, , , interpretations of the Initia-'
prospective pointS-of-view
The goal of the.lCA and Of ' tive's mission and Its poten- . law;c<?ur\!ielor~ ,in public
in during the year,'
the groups in opposition to ' tial impact if it becomes law.' " ~<;x>lsc6uldonly co~
theinitiafive proposed by the ' , ~Soci~ty has the right to,
leA is to inform the voting
make a decision as to what
,public about, gay rights. Eam 'it's going to promote and '
, AGENTS • No EXPERIENCE
Will target the large group Of what it's riot going to proCompa~ ExpandiflJ
'$12-18 hr.+ 8Qnuses
Idaho citizens who do not
more;' Fangman said.
.
Send SASE foj-Detalls to:
hold an allegiance to either
"I think you would see the
lntemtilional :. '.,
position., '.
.
takinqaway of some individ1375 Coney Island Ave., Ste 427
"What we try to do is at ual rlghts from a group of
least educate those people.
people," Speaker of the
Brooklyn, NY11230
There are threats to freedom House Mike Simpson, said.
C
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~Repair Your ,:
~Birkenstocks
Don't throw away your
Birkenstocks. We have
the Imowledge and
expeiience to '
maketheni
good as

new.

SATURN PRINTIN~ ~~---,
On Broadway

across

trom Aiberlsons'

Center

Self-Service Caples
Full-Color Caples

5~
95~

High-Speed Caples (100+) .. 4~
Oversize Copies (17x22) .. $1.50
FAX Service Available

Full-Service Offset Printing
In-House Typesetting,
Design & Layout '
Business Cards· Letterhead
Envelopes 'Carbonles$
Forms
Newslellers'
Brochures

336-8170,
FAX 344-6037 •
1222 B~OadwaYAve. BoiSe,
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EP

ins 12th su

David Boothby.
Staff Writer.
The High School EquivalencyProgram
continues to
.grow as it begins its twelfth
year at BSU, program orga-

nizers say.
HEP, started in 1968 by the
U.S. Department of Education, provides instruction and
counseling for migrant workersand their families who
seek' to obtain their General
Educational
Development
, diploma.
'
In 1982, BSUreceived
funding to initiate the pro-

gram in Canyon County, and
processing
classes
were
In 1990 the program was
the program has undergone
added to the curriculum.
funded for' another three
several
additions
and
At the beginning of the
years; The residential
site
changes since that time.
fifth year an individualized.
was increased to accommoDUring its
nd year, the
tutorial program
suppledate 45 to 60 students, and
program added English as. a
mented the traditional classoff-site instruction continues
Second Language
to the. room approach. Instruction
at Ontario, Ore., Idaho Falls
instructional agenda.
' was presented to the students
andWuder.
The third year brought
as a group, immediately after
On-campus
instruction
math and reading classes and
which tutors and aides pro- .
provides significant advancontinued ESL instruction. In
vided further assistance inditages to the targeted youth,
addition, the program added
vidually and in small groups.
according to Associate Direcresidential facilities in which
In 1987, the BSU/HEP
tor Anna Moczygemba.
nearly half the participants
office received funding for a
"We like bringing the kids
were housed and fed while
three-year period. During
onto the campus to give them
they attended classes on camthat time, 81 percent of stua broader experience than
pus.
..
dents participating
in the . they have in their communiIn 1986, typing and word
program earned the GEO.
ties," she said.
seco..

The students engage in
desired activities like skiing
and concert-going, she said.
HEP student Irma Valdivia
holds memories of a recent
float hip taken by the group.
''We crashed, tipped over
and almost froze and died,
but that just made it more
fun," she said.
-,
The off-campus locations
serve mostey working adults,
who attend classes at night,
Moczygemba said.
The BSU / HEP program
serves between 130-160 students every year including
on- and off-campus locations.

Women's center increases services, holds open house
YWCA also provided assislance, Russell said.
This year, the university
. The BSU Women's Center
provided. the Office of Stuplans to expand services and
dent Special Services with
activities this year as a result
$12,000 to fund the center.
of receiving increased fundWith the one-year funding,
ing from the university,
the center will be able to hire
Coordinator JoAnne Russell
it graduate assistant to serve
said.
as coordinator
and two
The Women's
Center,
work-study
students, said
located in Student Union II,' Margie Van Vooren, dean of
1603 University
Drive,
Student Special Services.
began in 1992. Students, facThe center will use the
ulty and staff concerned
remaining funds' to cover
about a variety of women's
operating
expenses
and
issues
got it going.
It activities, she said.
-recetved
initial funding
Current walk-in services
through the office of Former
include a resource lending
President
Larry Selland.
library and information
HersWest, a women's advo- ~referral.
Also,
Carol
cacy group, and the Boise: ~.-Panghorn, from the univerDavid Boothby
Staff Writer

sity Counseling

C

This year the Women's
Center will begin coordinating workshops and support
groups. An eight week SelfEsteem Workshop will be
held Oct. 14, at the Student
Union Annex II behind the
Women's Center. Sessions
will run from 4 to 5 p.m. on
Thursdays.
.
Plans are nearly complete
for a baby-sitting
co-op.
Members
will exchange
child care instead of paying
a fee.
Further plans call for a
series of brown-bag lunches
to discuss various issues, the

Selected Books At Up To
0/0
Publishers Price

80

Off

"TIRE IS

K

llfiJ Boise .State University

I!OlJl{"i;

MON & TUES X-7, WED-FRI
,

Center,

will provide counseling
Thursdays from
1:30
to 4 p.m,
..

RE

X-5. SAT 10-5
~ .~.. ,..

publishing of a newsletter
and community networking,
Russell said .
The Women's Center is
currently
conducting
an
Education
Information
Series that includes topics
on holistic health and wellness, women in business

"Specializing

and careers and multicultural awareness.
The center also wants to
get
younger
women
involved in the program.
The Women's Center will
hold.an open house Sept. 29,
from 12 to 5 p.m, The public
is invited.

In bnagination

.s...~t

,fc. Service"

Celebrate Oktoberfest

_1l!(]:In~~:A~~w/8th St. Marketplace

eHANGE

Drawing for Fall
.,.".-...,-()!'SEASONS , arrangement valued at
~.
FLORAL
$35.00
One entry with each purchase
Ask about s.tudent discount~
8th Street'Market Place·

336-0399

Drive. Intensity. Those aren't words you're
likely to see in many course requirements. The~
again, Army ROTC is unlike any other elechve. It s
hands-on excitement.
.
Army ROTC will challenge you ~entally ~d
physically through intense leadership trammg.
Trainingthat builds character, self-confidence and
decisi on-making skills. Again, words other courses
seldom use. But they're the credits you need to
succeed in life.
ROTC is open to freshmen and sophomores
without obligation and requires about fOIlI hours
per week. Register this term for Army ROTC.
TakeML 101:Introduction to MilitaryScience.
One credit hour, no military obligation. Contact .
Captain Torn Wack at 385-3500.

ARMY ROTC
. THE SMARI'ESf

COLLEGE

COURSE YOU CliN TAKE.
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Introducing The Student
·Checking Account Designed Specifically
For The Way Students Think.
Take a moment and give

with a $500personal line of credit', Which is a great way

thought to what you think: passing.'

to start establishing credit for your future - you

flunking, does my apartment

'-'~ know, spouse, kids, house, two-car garage,

get cable?, relationships - does

satellite dish.etc ... Plus, when you apply and

he or doesn't

qualify, you'll get a free VISA Banking Card.

she?, global

warming, cool checks, MTV, Is

It's a VISA card that works like a check.

grunge for me?, money, money,

And it can be pretty handy when you find

money, the mysterious powers of

somelhing you really, really want and the

chocolate, will I ever own a VISAE

place won't accept a check. Your first ten no-

card?, where's the free stuff?, that

charge transactions

ozone thing, tuition's due when?, I

usage of this card.

each month include
".,".-

. need an ATM?

(Service charges may

Obviously, there's a lot

apply

more going on in your mind than

t~

some ATM

transactions.)

your professors might think. To help

.Your First Security

alleviate some of your concerns, First

Student Checking Account also includes free

Security Bank offers a student checking

Check Safekeeping soyou don't have to

account tailored to fit your uniquely

worry about canceled checks. A detailed

hectic lifestyle.

statement will be sent to you each

When you open a student checking account at First

month to help you balance your

Security Bank between August 1 and October 2{),1993,

account. And if you need a copy of a

you'll get a free 100% cotton
~

'l-shirt' with a cool design and '
,

L.

particular check, we'll provide up to
. three copies each month at no charge.

the name of your college. (And while you're

So there you have it. The First Security Bank free T-shirt, maybe

there, enter to win a 13-inch Hitachi TV.:)

a free TV too, fifty free checks, VISA Credit Card, free VISA Student

In addition to a free J-shirt, you'll get a First

Banking Card, free Cash Card with 24-hour access, free Check

Security Cash Card that gives you 24-hour access

Safekeeping, Student Checking Account. Definitely an offer worth

to your money.. The card is free and allows unlimited usage at any of our

thinking about.

First Security Bank

125 ATM locations in...Utah and Idaho. You also get your first

The only bank currently giving

fifty checks free, And you can write ten checks a month

110 It to college students.
C

without a service charge. Plus you can ,lpply for your own VISA card

.

Flrst-

SecurIty
Bank@
Current1yGiving 110%.
Member ED.lC.

I. Whill' ,upplb

I.hl.

2: ~Iu" l...·.1 (\llll'~l'llr ullin'r,il~,ludl'IlII(ll'llIl'r;
.
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M rtin op oses ale holbonent rc m

Jon WrOten

Martin expressed. his disStaff Writer
pleasure with the State Board
of Education's
plans to
. ASBSU PresidentC] Mar- ' enforeethe state ban on alcotin asked Idaho officials to' hol on university campuses.
reconsider its newhard-line
Martin said the increased
stance on campus alcohol
enforcement not only punishpolicies: .
es the masses for the mis-

takes ofa few, but sends a
mixed message to the state.
"I am very concerned
about the sudden enforcement of a long standing policy. It sends a very mixed
message to the state when the
board chooses to enforce, and

ASBSU .prepares constitution for vote·
JonWroten'
Staff Writer
ASBSU will hole a constitutional convention
early
next semester to prepare a
new COnstitution in time for
student body elections in
April.
.
By current ASBSU rules,
all changes in the ASBSU
Constitution must be voted
on by the student body as a
whole ...
Through the new constitution, ASBSU President CJ
Martin said he hopes to create a congress made up of
student clubs and organization leaders in addition to
the current ASBSU Senate.
Organizations asking for
financial help would plead
their
case. before
the
conllress. If the organization s request is passed by
the congress, it would go to
the ASBSU Senate for final
passage.
.
The congress would bring
more student input into the
process of receiving event
financing, Martin said,
"The goal of this is to
empower
the people
to
make decisions
for themselves," said Martin.
. Martins said he is also is
planning
to push for the
complete
separation.
of
ASBSU and the Student Pro-

grams Board.
He said

first have to absorb the ..
insurance advocate fee of 50
cents per semester.into the
current $16.50 ASBSU fee.
A . Student
Programs
Board fee of around $7 per

semester would need to be
created.'
.
The new fee would be offset by' decreasing'
the
ASB,SU fee to around $15
per semester, said Martin ..

ignore, rules at will," said
Martin.
Martin said the incident in
late August at the University
of Idaho, where an l8-yearold sorority pledge fell from
the third floor of a fraternity
house, was an isolated case
and should not be used to
inake an example for the
entire state.
The girl, who had been
served alcohol illegally by
two U of I fraternities, was
paralyzed as a result of the
accident.
Following this incident,
the State Board of Education

At

and Governor Cecil Andrus'
discussed enforcing a longstanding policy banning alcohoi on state campuses. This
would mean the elimination
of tailgate parties at BSU
football games.
Martin urged students to
be responsible while drinking.
"Used correctly and with
caution it should not pose
any problem, as has been the
case at Boise State in the past.
''Used incorrectly, however, the consequences can be
great," he said.

"

.

ASBSU would

EARN $500 • $1000
weekly stuffing envelopes.
For details -RUSH
$1.00 with SASE to:
GROUP FIVE
57 Greentree Drive,
Suite 307
Dover, DE 19901

(Offer expires only when you do)

tragranre;

to custom

srent)UUf

IHVOIite

lotion or oil.
Eseentlal carries the finest In natural
bodl' care p'roduels and fragrances.
Our' entire line Is biodegradable and
contains naluralh' derhed Ingredlenls
that hawn'! becntcsted on animals.
Call for a free brochure loda~!

E~C(o~~::~j\L

Get an AT&TUniversal MasterCard and you'll be eternally grateful.
Because it's more than just a credit card that's free ofannual fees forever.
It's also an AT&TCalling card that currently gives you a 10% discount
on already competitive AT&Tcalling Card rates, It:s all part of The i Plan,"

Toapply,come by our booth on campus or call
1 800 438-8627.

ATsaT
e 1'l93AT!
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Don't play games with
anti-gay initiative '
Four.months and over 16,000 signatures
later,
the petition that would bring the anti-gay initiative
proposed
by the Idaho Citizens Alliance to the
1994 ballot is alive and well.
Experts predictthat Idahoans will have to vote
on the initiative, which would prohibit the state to
.grant civil rights protections
based on sexual
orientation, in November of next year.
And the general public teeters, and the general
public totters.
.
We teeter upon hearing
the term "special,
rights." We totter when asked if "special rights"
include the rights to workand have a family.
. ''The ICA is on a 'ha~e'campaign."
We teeter.
- "Disagreement
is not hate." We totter.
Will we teeter and totter until the playground
empties on' election day?
The Arbiter
says: wait a minute.
Peering
carefully through the smoke allows us to see that
the issue is not of sexuality
but of personal
freedom. On that basis The Arbiter stands against
the initiative.
'
If-you're-not-with-me-you're-against-me~
albeit
a popular mode of thought in today's society, is in
this issue a detrimental one. The leA would have
us believe that the denouncement
of the anti-gay
initiative is the promotion of homosexuality.
Not,so.
.
Presently
Idaho finds itself in the middle
ground; neither laws condoning nor condemning
the practice are disputed in court. A look at Oregon
and Colorado, w~ere similar legislation led to a
plague of lawsuits and appeals, underscores
the,
pleasantness of our neutrality.
'
Passing the initiative could lead to other "anti"
initiatives. Other groups could be targeted next.
Passing this legislation could mean sacrificing our
own rights in the future.
",
' .
Millions of dollars were spent in other states on
similar legislation, and state funds are still being
drained in. their appeal courts. The money and
energy .spent campaigning for and against the antigay initiative could be better employed.
Views and interpretations
of the initiative differ
, so drastically that every voter will be required to
study the issue in-depth to come to a responsible
decision. The next 10 months will afford. us ample opportunity
to become informed as both the ICA
and its opponents express their views on campus.
Let's not play games with this one.

The Arbiter Editorial Board. is made up of Editor-In-CltiefDawn
Kramer, Managing Editor Adam Forbes, Opinion Editor Jon
Knapp, News Editor Corky Hansen, FeaturesEditor Nancy Gray,
Culture Editor MelanieDelonand Sports EditorScottSamples

.'

r
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I know what you're thinking.
''Veggie burgers? Not the real
thing. Sub-standard. Imitation.
Rabbit food. Fried granola.
Those things in the SUB
cafeteria. In a word, YUK!"
I want you to try, as a little
experiment, to think, ''Veggie
burgers? Protein without meat.
Low-fat flavor. Opportunity for
endless variety.1JO it yourself
{meat. In a word, PARrYl"
. Party?
.:

away-stems, skins and all.
After you grind the
vegetables, grind enough
tofu to.coatthe ground
vegetables when mixed .
together. Then, run the
wfiole mash through the
grinder again to pulverize
of any chunks that slipped
through the first time. ,
.
,. " Remember to give> '.
everyone the oppmltunity

I

Boot

o
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to

grind their own vegetable.
I,
RECIPE FOR A VEGGIE
Those food grmders can be
BURGER PARTY
a real kick for those who've
INGREDIENTS,
,
never tried them. However,
6 to 10 adventurous friends
the secondtime through
(each should come with a
starts to get sticky, and
vegetable)
should tlierefore be
1hand-eranking food grinder
reserved for more dedicated
1pound of extra-firm tofu
partiers (with clean fingers).
by Jon Knapp
3 carrots
Before mixing, add a
. 1 cup bulk falafel mix (saltines
small amount of olive oil
or bread crumbs work as substitutions)
and. an egg (optional). Now dig in to that
" 'legg
ooey stiCky pasty edible mass that you have
olive oil
made. Leave no chunk unfondled, and no
1large slicing tomato
smack unsmushed, until you have a
feta cheese
uniformly speckled (but predominantly
6 to 10 whole wheat buns
green) blob:
1frying pan
But don't-lick your fingers yet! Next comes
the falafel mix. It's best to add only a little at a
PROCESS
time, finger-churning as you go, until your
Invite your friends to your party and
mixture sticks together well enough to be
instruct them to bring one vegetable each, but
flattened arid fried,
tell everyone not to bring carrots. Of you
Then, flatten and fry, but just a minute,
don't tell them this, half will invariably show
before
your patty reaches perfection, crumble
, up with carrots.) Buy some extra vegetables
a little feta cheese on top. .
'
to make sure that you get the proper balance
Serve your veggie burgers on toasted.
of color and flavor. I especially recommend
garlic and broccoli.
whole wheat buns with a slice of tomato and Cut the veggies into pieces that fit into the
mouth of the grinder, and then grind
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The Arbiter is the weekly student newspaper of BSU. Its
meager budget consists of fees paid by students of BSU,
advertising sales, and street vending.
Letters to the editor should be delivered to our officeby 5
p.m. Friday. They should be no more than 300 words in length
and will only be .edited for spelling. Letters without a name and
phone number will not be printed. Personals, messages, advice
and Kiosk listing are free, but limited to no more than 50 words.
Classified ads cost 25 cents a word per week for individuals, 50
cents for businesses. Include a phone number and send
everything to The Arbiter 1910 University Drive, Boise,ID
83725. Call us at (208) 345-8204 or Fax to (208) 385-3198.
,
Subscriptions are available for $20 per year.
The Atbiter recognizes Chief Copy Editor Eve Costello as
0' the Week. Eve put a great deal of time into a handbook
and planning a conference while going to school and copy
, . editing. Thanks Eve!!l
.
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5 y us yy
A .rather startling and frightening
phenomenon is taking place in the
fashion industry today. The powers
that decide what to market have
tapped intothe testosterone circuit
(while completely bypassing the
conscious and intellect fuses) of the
American male, and the result is a
, sexist, degrading, and stereotypical
Frankenstein, which grossly
misrepresents both men and
women. The beasts that we have let
be built in our house are none other
than Big Johnson and his gang of
cronies. '
(I see you, sitting there, reading
this paper in between classes,
getting all in a huff 'cause I'm
baggin' on your favorite clothing.
Tough! Read on,friend, cause it
only gets better. Just do me a favor,
though; keep your eyes and mind
open, now and forever.)
First of all, a little explanation is
in order. In the event that you just
awakened from a coma, Big Johnson

is a fictitious line of
sports equipment,
which is advertised
on shirts with sexist
Russ Meyer fantasy- '
esque pictures and
quaint sayings that
reek of stereotypical
sexual innuendoes
("no holes too
sloppy or too deep
when your driving
with your Big .
Johnson"). The term
"[ohnson," for those
of you who are just
plain stupid, is slang
, for "penis." Big Johnson is not the
only one to blame, though. As with
all things, imitations abound. Big
Peeker, Peter Pigsticker, and Uncle'
Muzzy are just a few of his repulsive
siblings.
What is so wrong, with these
shirts, you say? Well, these cartoons
go deep into the psyche of the

Bi

hns n?

people who read
them. What these
shirts are saying is
"A large penis is
what women really
want," "As long as
you've got a big
penis, you can have
incredibly buxom
women at your beck
and call," "Women
and menare only
interested in the size
of your genitalia and
breasts," and, "Sex is
all that matters."
(Peter Pigsticker and
Uncle Muzzy go to new heights of
sexism, but I don't have the space to
nail their butts to the wall.) ,
In a time when people should be
saying "Life is short, play safe;' ,
fashion gurus are preying on the
stupid and naive to spread the
message of "Be hard, be big, be
sexist, dumb, and dead" Whatever

happened to respect? to feelings? to
realizing the individual worth of
every person, partner or otherwise?
Big Johnson and his ilk do a grave
injustice to men and women by
reducing both sexes to nothing more ,
than sex objects. "Toss equal rights '
in the garbage, I've got a Big
Johnson! You won't need those silly
little rights, now that you have my ,
large penis to keep you happy!" Are
you willing to give up your
personality, your mind, and
everything that makes you, and be
judged for your genetic makeup?
Do you want to be viewed as a piece
of meat by all of society? Guys- do
your partners and yourselves a,
favor and toss those shirts. Girlsstand up for your right to, be a
complete human being and refuse to
be seen with people who perpetuate
sexual myths and stereotypes.
(the author is a devout, safe
hedonist who advocates awareness,
not censorship ·and happiness)

Coyote
Jerry Hendershot

Hearty steak is not the world's only woe
Dear Editor,
In response to the article titled

"100,000 Dead Cows Daily" in the
Sept. 14, 1993 issue of the Arbiter. It

Grandson of Boise Pioneer dies at 80
Robert Wade McQueen, grandson
of Boise pioneer Robert B. Wilson,
was killed in an automobile accident
inlate May of this year.
Bob, as he was known to his
friends,
was a well recognized
student on the BSU campus for more
than 15 years.
Never content to
restrict his educational pursuits to
anyone area of academia, he was
known to change majors more than
once. Perhaps this desire to seek new
areas of study was a result of his
years traveling the oceans of the
world, working as a radio operator.
No foreign
port would
totally
captivate his heart as would no area
of higher education
Bob enjoyed living in his house,
located next door to the Wilson
homestead, off Warm Springs Ave.

,Correction
A headline on page 2 of the Sept.
4 issue incorrectly proclaimed "BSU
seeks entrants for Oct. 9 parade."
The date of the Homecoming Parade
is Oct ..8. Another error involved the
deadline for entries, listed as 5 p.m.
on Oct. S. InsteadInterested
parties
must register with Student Activities
by5p.m. on Oct. 1.

appears to me that the writer is
trying to be too politically correct.
I I-:lei~~gtoblamethe
bee~'i,;,.
\"indu$fJ'y,foraJ!.pf our
"
'
environmental problems. When in
fact it is a number of causes, would
the author agree to.give up all the
things in his life that may cause
some environmental problem. Let's
say no more electricity or maybe his .
car. It truly sounds lika a vegetarian
who is trying to make beef the bad
, guy so we will all become
vegetarians, People have been
eating beeffor hundreds of years
and most stay in good health. This is
just another liberal attack on a part
of our society to try and get us all to

Communication
Dear Editor:

believe that their lifestyleis better
for the world. It is my belief that I
should decide what I want to eat,
and if it a burger or a steak then go
for it. If yeiu are so worried about
the way cattle are slaughtered
maybe you should take another look
at how, peopl~ areslaughtered in the
world and put a little enelID' into
that. Cows are breed to be
slaughtered, unless you have some '
data that cow's can communicate
how they feel you can't say they
care. It sounds like another liberal
environmentalist trying to change
the world by playing on the
societies compassion. There are
larger problems to be dealt with
than cows when it comes to
managing our environment.
Carl Voigt
BSU~tudent

lies in the ,hands of two

feels it better to rip on an
individual's accent instead of
I am writing in response to Miss
improving her own interactive
L. Sanchez's editorial, ''Baked Beans
communication skills. Having a
Incident Recalls Racial Reality"
thick English accent, I have been
found in the Sept. 14 issue of the
asked several times to repeat myself
! Arbiter.
(especially at restaurants).
With all the hard work Miss
In closing, I would just like to say
Sanchez has gone to as to portray
I am sure Miss Sanchez is a very
herself, at least in the public's eye, as
bright and intelligent young woman.
a diverse and culturally tolerant
After all, like myself, she too is a
individual is nuUified in her last
Communication/English
major.
However, Miss Sanchez fails the
There he worked each summer, with , article. In fact, it shows Miss
the help of BSU students, keeping the Sanchez's true colour (oh, excuse
communication part of her major. It
me, I mean crayon).
wooded property
in its natural
was her failure to communicate with
beauty. ,
When Miss Sanchez speaks of' ,
"Mr. Boston" which led to this
"intolerant characters (OK let's stop
whole affair. Since Miss Sanchez
o Root Continued from
being nice-racists!)" being present
was so "nice," (as nice as a black
. page 11
at the Boise River Festival, she fails
widow spider is to her male mate);
some Dijon mustard; Now eat 'eqt
to include herself. For Miss Sanchez ' in offering "Mr. Boston" her skills as
to make fun of a.person because of
an English major (i.e. teaching Mr.
upkith a recipe like this in your
their accent is racist.
.
Boston how to pronounce baked
clutches, you can establish yourself as
It would have been appropriate
beans), let me offer, (just as "nice" as
a leader in environ-mental awareness
for Miss Sanchez, (when the Baked
Miss Sanchez offered ''Mr. Boston"),
and as ranking amonp the most hip
Beans
incident occurred), to respond
- help with Miss Sanch'ez's
tofu ~ounnet partyin folks in town.
by asking "Mr. Boston," "What did
This 18 not just a recipe for a veggie
communication skills. ,
you say?" or "Excuse me, could you
burger party, but a recipe for
complete political and social success.
repeat that?" Rather,Miss Sanchez
W. Dodsworth
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U'ott, adminisfraf/ons;Greekstake a hard look at drifJking
.

,-

'

..
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.

.

o of I President Eliza-,
beth Zinser is investigating
the incident and asked the
Students spending their
fraternities to show why
first days away from home their recognition should not
may find their initiation
be revoked.
into adulthood at the end of
Andrus called the acci- ,
a bottle.
dent a "serious violation of
Although alcohol conIdaho law" and demanded
sumption is generally not an end to underage drinkcondoned on university
ing at Idaho universities.
campuses, often it plays a,
The State Board of Edurole when students grow
cation
was asked
to
up and move away from , strengthen the alcohol polihome. Especially if they
cy on campuses.
want to go Greek.
Currently
the policy
It's not easy being the
reads that "alcoholic bevernew kid on Greek Row. ages may not be possessed
Peer pressure is just as or consumed under any cirintense at the college level cumstances in areas open to
as it is in grade school.
and most commonly used
Last month, the same
by the general public." This
pressure that causes a third includes all public areas
grader to tie a classmate's
and
university-owned
Arbiter PholO lIIustraJoniMeghan Cro ..
pigtails to a desk caused an buildings or grounds.
18-year-old
woman to
So how will all of this
Alcohol consumption has become a rite of passage on many campuses.
drink. This time the conse- affect BSU?
There 'will be little effect
quences were tragic.
According to witnesses,
on the fraternities
and
have been a couple of times voted to ban alcohol at all probably be some heat and
on Aug. 19 the young
sororities on campus, say altercations have occurred.
of their functions and on
we'll probably be contacted
woman spent the evening
the Greeks,
Bu t we get rid of them,"
fraternity property. All of by the administration."
visiting fraternities on the
Nikki Hampton of Alpha
said Nabors.
the U of I sororities ban
But Nabors doesn't think
University of Idaho campus
Chi Omega said that the
The fraternity currently
alcohol use.
that the U of I Greek system
with other scrority rnem- sorority's national policy
has 21 active members and
When asked if the U of I will falter.
bersand pledges during
does not condone alcohol,
14 pledges and is one of incident will hurt the Greek,
"I think Zinser is proGreek Rush.
but the house has parties
only two fraternities on
system at BSU, Nabors said
Greek and if she started
The woman' became
where alcoholis served.
campus.
it might to some degree.'
bashing
the Greeks it
intoxicated and later fell
"I don't see any changes
Last week, U ofI's Tau
"I don't know how it will would ,affect her alumni
from a third-floor
fire
in our policy," said HampKappa Epsilon fraternity"
affect us. I knowthere'U',
'contrlbtitions,'" , t: "
escape at the Alpha Phi ton. "Drinking students are ~"'f--"';';'''~'~"I"'.'•• '•••
'••
i"'
•
••••••••••••
~IfI ••••
sorority. Other students at always carded and nonthe scene attempted to alcoholic beverages are also
move the woman indoors.
served."
The student, Rejena CoughAlpha Chi Omega is the
lan of Spokane, Wash., is only sorority on campus.
now paralyzed from the
Hampton said that is probwaist down,
ably why BSU does not
Coughlan's blood alco- have the' same problems
hol level was 0.25 percent,
with Greek parties as the U
more than twice Idaho's'
of!.
legallimit to be considered
Alpha Chi Omega curdrunk.
rently has 15 members and
The State Board of Edu- 15 pledges.
cation, Governor Cecil
Dan Nabors of Kappa
Andrus and law enforceSigma said their alcohol
ment officials are outraged.
policy was changed prior to
The Moscow city attorney
the U of I accident. The
asked the Idaho Attorney
fraternity no longer allows
, General's office to look into kegs at the house, and at
pressing criminal charges, large parties everyone is
against
Sigma
Alpha
carded ..
Epsilon and Beta Theta Pi
"Sometimes we have
fraternities for allegedly
people [underage students]
serving drinks to Coughlin.
-trying to get in, and there
Nancy Gray
Features Editor
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Modern beatnik Artis brings
frantic style, spoons to Boise
Sean Lee Brandt
Staff Writer
rab your beret, a
black turtleneck and
a steaming cup of
joe- Artis the
Spoonman, beatnik
poet and musician is
, cruisin' into Boise
for performances at the Koffee
Klatsch and at BSU.
Artis comes from the groovy
streets of Seattle, bringing with
him a frantic style of poetry, social

commentary, and his ever- dancing
blur of spoons.
Artis is touring to promote his
new book Artis-Aspirations to
Manifestations, a collection of his
poems and lyrics with dates from
1974 to recent.
The Spoonrnan has performed
with such underground social dignitaries as Frank Zappa, Bob Weir,
Dr. Hook, Garrison Keillor,
Michael Palin, and The Flying
Karamazov Brothers. Artis has
also appeared on Late Night with
David Letterman, Night music

I

·1
III

II

with David Sanborn,
and A Prairie Horne
Companion, as well
as television and
radio shows in
Japan, Great
Britain, Canada,
New Zealand,
and Australia.
Artis has also
performed in a
multitude of
folk and
renaissance
coffee
~
houses,
Co 'I.""1//
schools,
It.. If!. be fI,
hospitals
lttaC/J S e
and sidewalk
ellf. ~...
celebrations and festi~.

It,

vals around the world
since 1974.
Artis brings
his view of the
world to the
Koffee Klatsch
Sept. 25 at 9 p.m.
(a $3.00 donation
is requested), and
will perform at
"Brava! at noon on
Sept. 27, in an program sponsored by
SPB Special Events.
Signed copies of
Artis's book will be available for purchase at his
performances.

South lynches
Darwin in Wind
,Corky Hansen
News Editor

'

.

Inherit the Wind expos-

Cats will be performing at the Morrison center at 8 p.m. Sept 21-25. 2 p.m.
Sept. 25-26. and 7:30 p.m. Sept. 26.Tlckets are $37 to $45.50 at Select-aeSeat.

atss fin
Scott Gregory
Staff Writer
This week, five truck '
loads of magical oversized
junk and three busses of cats
arrived at the Morrison
'Center.
'~
this week,

,CRts will::fdts second ,
.appearanee in' Boise on its'
continuous worldwide tour, ing schedule. Two years ago,
the producers of CAts staged
eight shows at the Morrison
Center.
"[The show two years
agol sold out in four days,
and gave producers of larger
Broadway productions an
example that Idaho could be
,a viable stop on a tour. Les
,Miserables followed because
the success of Cats' first

of

ackt

visit to Boise," said T.J.
Clark, director of operations
for the Morrison Center.
The musical originally
opened in May of 1981 in
London, and became the
longest running musical in
British history. ,CRts Invaded
the United States breaking
records on BroadWay and,
around the country. It revisited some cities as many as
seven times, and was the
first Broadway musical to
open inAJaska. r '
The.musical is based on
the poetry of.TS.EUiot and
the music of Andrew Uoyd
Weber. It continues to cast a
feline spell on audiences as
faraway as Moscow;
Russia-grossing
over one
.
, billion dollars.
The Morrison'Center
is.
'
- ..- -,-..

B 'is

the only place in Idaho with
the equipment to stage a
show of Broadway proportion. It has hosted traveling
Broadway plays which bring
more ~f the big city culture
.seen in New York, London,
and Los Angeles to Boise
giving the performing arts a
foothold in Idaho.
"
, This season six other
Broadway touring productions are scheduled to play
at the Morrison Center along
with nine Boise
.Philharmonic Concerts, the
Idaho Ballet productions,
and the Boise Opera.
More than 30 performers
will take the stage at 8 p.m.
Sept. 21~25, 2 p.m. Sept. 2526 and ,7:3()p.m. Sept. 26.
TIckets cost $37--$45.50 at
:Seiect-a-Seat.· :

es the audience to the
irreparable damage
closed-mindedness and
polarization can inflict on
the human mind.
The play is now in its
last week at BSU's Special
Events Center.
Set in a small
Southeastern town in the
early 19OOs,the production examines the conflict
between religious conviction and scientific theory
through the trial of
Bertram Cates, played by
Richard Evans, a smalltown school teacher jailed
for introducing the theories of Charles Darwin's
Origin of Species to his
students.
The forbidden
romance between Cates
and Rachel Brown played
by Susan Baker, the reverend's daughter, accentuates the difficulty of the
marriage of Darwinism
and Creationism •
The trial pits Tony
Park in the role of
Matthew Harrison Brady, .
the country's foremost
'
defender of the principles
and beliefs as taught from
the Holy Scriptures, and
Henry Drummond
played byOon Hawkins,
a renowned advocate of
the scientific theories of
Charles Darwin,
Rodney Wolfe, in the .
role of EJ<. Hornbeck, the
cynical jOurnalist and
Darwinist, is so adept in
his condemnation of 'the

hypoCritical partiality of
the self-righteous community before and during
the trial that the audience
is unaware of the bias
and closed-mindedness
of the journalist himself
until the play's final
scene.
The polarization reaches its climax as Brady
takes the stand to defend
the precepts of Bible
before Drummond's
interrogation. Both men
take extreme stances
which invoke in the audience an appreciation of
intellectual prudence.
Drummond reduces
the issue to each person's
possession of the right to
think and discover his or
her world without conforming blindly to
already-formed doctrines
-,
and precepts. He establishes this right as a
human being's foremost
. privilege while exposing
Brady's self-righteous
attitude.
The production does
not establish the
supremacy of one of the
. theories, but underscores
the importance of open- '
.ing the mind to all the
possibilities in the search .
for truth.
The most striking quality of Inherit theWitid is
the inherent importance
of its subject matter, for
the individual cannot but
react to the ugliness of
bigotry, the uselessness of. <,
self-righteousness and
'
the danger of polarization
in attempting to reconcile
,any point of difference.
..'

4,
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MUSIC,

•

~J

\'"

BSU Guitar Society
and the Idaho Classi,cal Guitar Society. .
Tickets cost $10
general admis- .
, sion, $5 BSU stu, dentsand
,
, seniors, and are '
available at the
music department or Old.
. \ Boise Music. The
.' show begins at
7:30 p.m, on Sept.
26 in the Morrison
Center Recital
Hall.

Blues Bouquet 3456605. 1010 Main. Doors
open Monday-5aturday, 9 p.m.-2 a.m.
Thesday-5aturday
music oy the Hoochie
.Coochie Men at 8:30
p.m., The-Thu and 9
, p.m, Fri & Sat.
" Bravar 385-1223.
Sponsored byStudent
Activities. Located on
the first floor of the
Student Union. Admission is free, All shows
begin at 7:30 p.m. Sept.
24: Black Diamond.
. The Cactus Bar 3429732.517 W. Main.
Doors open at 9 p.m. ,
Ages 21 and over.
Mondays and Thursdays are open mic,
nights.
Crazy Horse 3849330.1519 W. Main. All
ages welcome. All
events cost $5 at the
door. Sept. 24: Posthumanist Drag and Wirehead.Sept.25:Techn~
rave withDJ Jesse.
Sept. 26: Black Happy .
(from Seattle).
Dino's 345-2295.
4802 W. Emerald.
Doors open Monday
through Saturday at 9
p.m. Ages 21 and over.
Sept. 1~25: Sweet
Savage.

,0,

",

...

.

Grainey's Basement
, 345-2955.107 S. 6th.
Open 8:30 p.m.-2 a.m.
Ages 21 and over. Sept.
22-25: Felt Neighbor.
Hannah's 345-7557.
621 W. Main. Doors
open at 3 p.m, on
weekdays, 5 p.m.
weekends. Ages 21
and over. Wednesday
.nights are ladies'
nights. Tuesday nights
feature acoustic duo
Gemini. Wednesday

through Saturday live music
by Secret Agents.
Koffee'
Klatsch 3450452.409 S. 8th. 18
and over after 9
p.m, No cover charge.
Sept. 23: Feed The
Mind. Sept. 24: Greg
Martinez and John
Berryhill. Sept. 25:
Spoon musician and
beatnik poet, Artis the
Spoon Man.
Lock, Stock N'·barreI 385-9060.4705
Emerald. Open 8 p.m.
to midnight. Ages 21
and over.
Tuesday-Saturday:
Tauge & Falkner.
'
Pengilly's 345-6344.
513 W. Main. Ages 21
and over. Every Monday night is acoustic
jam night featuring
John Hansen. Sept.
22-25: John Hansen.
Tom Grainey's 345"2505. 109 S. 6th. Open
9:30 p.m.~2 a.m. Ages
21 and over. Sunday
nights feature rock 'n'
roll with Boi Howdy.
Monday night is blues
night featuring Chicken
Cordon Blues. Tuesday
night is jazz night featuring Opus Pocus from
8:30 p.m.-c1ose. Sept.

THEATER
Cats 385-3535. '
Tickets are available
at Select-a-Seat for
$37-$45~50. The show
begins at 8 p.m. Sept.
21-'--25,2 p.m. Sept.
2S:-26, and 7:30 p.m,
Sept. 26 in the Morrison Center.
22-25:
Kathy Miller Blues
Band.

CONCERTS
Clint Black &
Wynonna JUdd385-on
3535. Tickets are $20 at
Select-a-Seat. The show,
'begins at 7:30 p.m, on
'Sept. 24 in the Pavilion. '

RECITALS
Faculty Artist Series
385-3980. Sponsored
by the BSU department
of music. All recitals
held in the Morrison
Center Recital Hall.
Admission is $4 general, $2 seniors, and free
to BSUstudents, facul, tv, and staff. Sept 25: .
Baritone Lynn Berg at
,7:30p.m.
Jason Vieaux 3853980. Sponsored by the

Die Fledermaus
385-3535. Sponsored
by the Caldwell Fine
Arts Series. Ticketscost
$12& $15, with a $2 .
discount for students
at Select-a-Seat. The
show begins at 8 p.m,
Sept. 27 in the Jew, ett Auditorium in ',. ",'
Caldwell.
.Inherit The Wind
344-5243. Sponsored
by the BSU ACLU '
, Club and Idaho chapter of the ACLU. tickets are $10 or $5 for
BSU students with
BSU IDs at Select-aSeat. The drama will
be at 8 p.m. in the Special Events Center on
Sept. 24-25.

ART
. Museum After
. HourS 345-8330. 670
, Julia Davis Dr. Spon-

.sored by the Boise Art
Museum. Admission is
free. After hours shows
are 5:30 p.m.-7:30
p.m, Sept. 29: Bob
Nora Quartet.
,North American
Indian Paintings by
Geotge Catlin 3458330. 670 Julia Davis
Dr. Sponsored by the
Boise Art Museum.
Museum hours are 10
,a.m.-Sp.m.
Thesday
through Friday and
noon-5 p.m, Saturday
and Sunday. Sept. 2: '
Museum open until 9
p.m. Admission costs
$3 general, $2 students
and seniors, $1 school
age children, and kids
5 and under get in free.
Catlins exhibit will run
Aug. 28-Oct. 24. Also,
featured through Oct.
24: Oversize Still Life:
Selections from the
Glenn C. Ianss Collection of American
Realism and Selections from the Permanent Collection: James
Castle Drawings.
Northwest Invitational Exhibit 385- .
1310. Located in BSU
Gallery IJn the Liber- .

~p~~~e'diI~~~
'~~ti
.: ,

department of art. .
Admission is free.
The display featuring
contemporary
Northwest artists will run
September l0--0ctober8.
'

MISC.
Nickelodeon Live
385-3535. Tickets are
available at Select-aSeat and the Discovery
Center of Idaho for
$12-$25. The show
begins at 2 p.m; on
Sept. 26 in the Pavilion.
'

Compiled by Culture Editor Melanie Delon,

Political facism rears its hea .as correctness

Let's talk fora
minute about all the
bitching and guilt
being laid on us by
special interest
groups.
'
They hold rallies
and marches, circulate fliers and information, and try to
raise awareness on
their behalf. Their
main cry: Don't
judge or persecute
, us for who we are or
what we believe.
It sounds reason~~-.'
able, and I can accept not wanting to
be cast out fat personal beliefs or
lifestyles/but here's the kicker: They'
want extra privtleges.'.
,
I'recently read an article in the
i., October issue of US magazine, about,

special interest
groups protesting
film projects, and
I'm not pleased.
These group~ decid- ,
ed that they should
have a say in
whether certain
. scripts containing
questionable characters should be produced.
Groups such as
the Gay & Lesbian
Alliance Against
,Defamation have
their people, who
aren't necessarily involved in:the
film industry, review the scripts and
give them an ~'OK" before produc- .
tion can ensile.
, GLAAD has currently stopped
the production of two films because

the scripts didn't meet their
them, censorship would run ramapproval. Sounds like censorship to
pant and the country would be '
me.
,
engulfed in Orwellian totalitarianA veteran's group protested the
ism.
movie Hook because they believed
GLAAD's stopping production
amputees were portrayed badly. The
ofa film interferes with the audiDisney controversy continued with
, ence's right to see the film. When a
therelease of Aladdin. Arab-Amerigroup like GLAAD uses their extra
cans asked that lyrics be removed
privledges to interfere with the filmfrom the soundtrack due to the cruel
maker's freedom of speech and
portrayal of Arabs.
expression and the audience's right
At thispoint I have to say that
to see the film, it brings the issues of
political fascism-I mean, correctextra privileges in connection with
ness-is going too far.
censorship into the light.
I get confused when special
The Constitution gives all Amerinterest groups say race or sexual
icans equal rights, and it also propreference shouldn't be an issue, yet
lobby for privileges solely on those
tects those rights. By catering to one
.reasons, No one deserves extra privgroup we risk having to cater to
ileges for !lny reason.
everyone's group, and by giving
If everyone, from short people
,extra privileges to one group, we
to people with brown hair, wanted
often take away the Constitutional
extra privileges, and were granted ' , rights of another group.
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Ster~olab continues rt of Nois Ie acy
Sean Lee Brandt

picks up..
The entire CD is chock
full of rhythm anomalies .
Remember music that
as, "random noise bursts"
waS fun to listen to, and
describe it pretty well. You
caused you to think about.
get to hearthe lilting, hyp, just what the hell you were . notic voice of lead vocalist
list,ening to rather than
Laetitia Sadler' with accomlighting the fires of revolt?
panying chords frQ~~an
Remember the Eighties?
electric organ and massive ,
Stereolabbrings you all of
rips from a bass ~itar. The
the above and more-much
. generalfeeling
that one
more. In their latest silver
.gets is one of harmonious
disk, entitled 1ransietit Ran'chaos, pleasing to the ear,
dom-Noise Bursts with
the mind and the soul~ll
Announcements~· they perat the same time.'.
' ..'
feet a style that dates back
. Stereolab has enjoyed
more than a decade.
success in the United King. The word "retro" is used
dom since their formation in
Stereolab Is: Mary Hansen. Duncan
far to much these days, and
1991, and now hope to
Kathril:le GiffOrd. .
.
it doesn't really fit in when
make waves in the ever
describing the style of
expanding musical conmusic. Stereolab is not
Stereolab's music. Where
sciousness in the United
. locked in to just onestyle.
groups like Art, of Noise
States.
.
They merge styles and
and I<raftwerk left off on
One of the keys to their
beats in a cosmic conthe techno-industrial
musical success is the realsciousness blend-o-matic,
dream-wave form of musiization that people enjoy
and the end product is
cal composition, Stereolab
more than one kind of
Stereolab.

Staff Writer

c

Brown.

Laetitia

Sadei,. Tim Gane.
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Movie makes
atterlifesimple

Kin

s sh rrific

David Augello
Staff Writer '

always beingfilmed. His
unanimously approved
"good" films like The Shin»
ing and Misery are devoid of
any positive human emotion. The one exception to
this negativity may be Stand

Stephen King films fall
into two categories: ugly
films thrown together by
untalented film makers, and
ugly filmsthrown together
By Me.
,
by talented filmmakers;
.People; M)iself'included, .
~eedful
.~ap~.
cp'~rt:,.may
View his filmed.~ks -.
,. "ably into 'il\e first category."
as simple, hann]ess enter.
. The. book, whicli is
,.". , tainment; or maybe.we go; .
reputed to be a good read, is ' .• just to get scared;.H this is
' terribly ~ck, and-perhaps
the case, then you should
director William Frasier had.
know, Needful Things is not
a need to stick as much of it
~
and is insulting to the
into the film version as poslowest human intelligence.
sible. This resulted in the·
Needful Things is meffec-:
extravagant running time of
tive in part because poor
two hours and a slew of '
staging, poor editing, and an
unnecessary characters.
aimless story deprive the '
The story begins with
film of its potentially frightLeland Galint, played by
ening moments. After the
Max Von Sy'dow. Gaunt is a
first hour, we get the picture
sha40wy antique store
that the antique store owner
owner who arrives in a small
is sinister, but what, one
town in Maine. He opens a .
asks, is his purpose.
store called "Needful
There is some first-rate
Things," boasting marvelous
.talent in Needful Things. Ed
items such as an autoHarris, who more than
graphed Mickey Mantle
proved his acting abilities in
trading card, the Holy Grail,
Glengarry Glen Ross, tries to
and some really racy Chimake his role work with
nese sex paintings.
what he is given. He is ultiInstead of asking for
mately defeated, however;
money, Gaunt asks for" ,
by a ridiculous script,
favors that ultimately tum
including a "we-shouldthe locals into their neighlearn-from-our-mistilkes"
bors' enemies, sometimes
monologue in the closing
resulting in the murder of
minutes.
.
one another. Is anyone sur,Max Von Sydow, who
prised? No secret is given
away by telling you that
Sydow's character is Satan
Largest Ubrary of Informallon In u.s.
incarnate doing mean things
.
19,218 TORCS • AU SU&lECTS
forfun. '
Order Catalog Today With Visa I MC or COO
It's probably futile to ask
why Mr. King's books are

was very .good as Jesus
Christ, of all people, in The
Greatest Story Ever Told,
brings an everyday-person
quality to his character.
However, there will always
be the memory of Sydow as
the scheming beer king in.

Strange Brew.

TJ#~~

I1iID 800·351·0222

11322 Idaho Ave. I206-A, Los Angeles, CA 90025

"forged fast ...a 'Rocky'·lIke story of redemption:
. . I/dIywood k(>onrf

-----By
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SWORD
LIVE BY IT.

' -DIE BY IT.

Im..~
SEPTEMBER24-30
DISCOUNT TICKETS AVAIlABlE
AT THE S.U.B.

To pick on Heart and
Souls would be like picking
on a dog that loves you-it
wanders off occasionally,
but in the end, it still cares
about you.
Guardian angels watch
over a bank executive
played by Robert Downey,
Jr. After.years of following

alone to see the movie.
Downey has not rested on
his laurels after Chaplin by
following it up with an
easier role in Heart and
Souls. His character, when
not possessed by spirits, is
nobreakthroughoforeativity, but it is easy to dismiss.
Downey is still a joy to
watch, particularly when
"animated" by the angels.
Heart and Souls has its
downfalls .. Oc~onaUy,
it.triestoo.1ulrd to R~ease.
An upbeat musical interlude in which the characters sing together arrives
every five minutesor so.
Also, an antagonist IS
sorely missing. In order to
feel simpathetic toward
characters in a movie, ,
.something bad has to
happento them. Due to
the lack of an antagonist,
nothing bad happens to
the characters which
holds the audience at a .
distance. .
.
Because of hisexperi- .
en~es with the angels,
DoWney becomes
es!ranged from his girl·friend. He makes up with
her a touching scene at the
end.

bC~J~~iri~~;:/~=:~~~=;ut

but with it's one-note, greedand do so in order to take
ridden, easy-to-Ioathe
of lmfinished earthly
plethora of characters, Needbusiness. The angels are
ful Things sets new standards
played byKyra Sedgewick,
of ugliness. Even the hero, a'
Charles Grodin, Tom SiZecop named Pangborn played,
more, and Alfre Woodard.
by Ed Harris, isn't very easy
All portray seemingly
to warm up to.
,ordinary people, except for
The movie doesn't give
Sizemore, who plays a
the audience a chance to
thief.'
warm up to its characters.
The makers of Hearl
For example, Harris' charac- . ."and Souls made the angels
ter is introduced right away
normal people so you
and then virtually forgotten
. could identify with them.
until people start getting
This movie portrays the .
murdered, which takes place
afterlife as joyfUl, almost
about 45 minutes into the
making you welcome
film.
'death. Eternal rest, this
Although there is the _
fi4n seems to say, might
. d boggl'
rty that
just be a joy! '
mm - of dollars
mg rea are
I
The considerable talents
millions
thrown to the wind 'on
of Downey
reason
movies like this, one good
.
thing came from this movie
experience. On the marquee
outside the Fairvu theater
was the tagline: Shop 'til you
drop ...dead.
Now that's entertaining.

BARCH 1IORMA1IN1'~'
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Information

David Augello
Staff Writer
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Theim ortance
of being Butth$qd

-~.

r......

L-

Forget about what you
read In the magazines,
"Butthead" is the most
underrated actor around.
Talk about excitement,.
zing, fervor, moxie! This is
a guy (he won't be a boy
forever, and he certainly
won't be a man) who is a
role model for two out of
three teenagers, and he
can't even get a decent
script in' Hollywood!
It's as if the only way a
strapping young lad like
"Butthead" can get a break
so to speak. I'm sure that
is to, say, get a small role
you get tired of having to .
in amusical and go on the
say "suck" all the time.
road. Fortunately, this has
WG: Quite. If I have to
happened.
do that inane guttural
If you haven't noticed
laugh one more time, I
in the TV ads, Cats, the
don't know what I'd do.
longest running and most
Seriously, though, Todd, I
obnoxious musical in hisdon't get a chance much
tory, is coming to the Mor- . anymore to be myself. It
rison Center, and
seems all I do anymore is
"Butthead" has snagged a
that cartoon. What I'd give
role, albeit a small one, in
to be back in Summer
the Andrew Lloyd Weber
Stock doing what I love:
production. (Andrew
the Theaterl
Lloyd Weber, by the way,
Yes, I know most people
is Celtic for "I ruin good
are shocked to hear that you
books.") If you're'gotng to
have such a strong backone of the 73 perforground for the stage. When
mances at the Morrison
did you first get bitten by
Center, keep an eye out for
the acting bug?
"Butthead," as he plays
WG: When I was in
the role of the teenage cat
high school. I was regularin angst, "Pooky."
ly beaten upon by young
After intense
thugs who could shave at
negotiation, I was finally
age eleven. I decided athable to get an interview
letics was not for me, so I .
with "Butthead." When I
joined Mr. Shardley's
asked his publicist if I
drama class, where I first
could interview him, I
played "Emily" in Our
made it known that I
Town.
would only talk to
Isn't that traditionally a
Butthead if he dropped
girl's role?
the act and he was himWG: Well, yes, but I was
self. Eventually,
only eleven, and things
"Butthead" agreed. (I use
hadn't really started to
quotation marks, because
develop yet. Also, I wasn't
is not his real name.) After afraid of sitting on a ladder
doing some genealogical
for 45 minutes every night.
digging in Utah, I found
Interesting.
out that Wally Graves, age
WG: Yes, isn't it? Any37, is the real "Butthead."
way, there I am on stage,
What proceeds is the interlooking out into the crowd
view with Mr. Graves, as
to see if my parents were
recorded:
there ...
It's nice to meet you, Mr.
(At this point, a loud,
Graves. Can I call you
belligerent drunk man
Wally?
'
entered the room, yelling
WG: Please, call me
"Fire! Fire! Fire!" and
Wallace. And yes, it's nice
throwing things. I then recto meet you also. Can I
ognized that this was Bill
offer you some Earl Grey?
Schmeckman, the actor who
No thanks. I appreciate
plays "Beavis." The interyour willingness to do this
view ended, and the police
arrived.)
.
interview out of character,

is a participant
in the"
National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness week.
party will be' held at the
Also, BSU sponsors the
'north end of the stadium
RegionalAlcohol and, Drug
and include food, musicand
Awareness
Resource center
games for BSUstudents and
.that.distributes freematerithe general public.
alsto.teachers,.parentsancl
AccordirigtoRuch,.
the
university:is fnvolve~in '. other groups.
"The university: will
other alcohol awareness
activities; He said there are remainactive in efforts to
responsibility _when
numerous progr~ins In.the
.resident halls. and tha!BSU .alcohol is used," said Ruch.

• Alcohol continued
from page 1

lEARNlEXlRAM

NIY!!!!

Join BSU's telemarketing team for Phonathon '931
Student callers are needed to contact BSU alumni
and friends during the month of October. If'you are
currently enrolled at BSU, have good communicatiOn
skills, are dependable, enthusiastic and willing to
work two nights a.week, we want youm
Callers earn:

• $5 perhour
. • paid training
• rnarketableskills
• future job references.
• new friends
• other "perks"

Phonathon'93 is held from 6.;9:30 p.m. Mondays-Thursdays
Oct. 4-28. To apply, contact Kim Philipps, BSU Foundation,
Education Building, Room 725A. or call 385-1326. Don't wait,
positions ftllup fastr!

, ' .

:

I'

'1'

.'_

..

.promote

~',

YOUR DEGREE WILL
TAKE YOU PLACES ..."
As an officer in the U.S. Navy,
you'll command your own future.
You'll join top flight people working
with the best in their field. And have
the opportunity for world-wide travel.
Navy leadership and executive
management training go-hand-inhand to prepare you for an exciting
role as a Navy Officer.
Navy Officers are:
• Pilots/Naval Flight Officers
'. Engineers on Nuclear
Submarines
• Health Care -Specialists
o Doctors and Nurses
• Business Managers
,
o Technical and non-Technical
Fields
• Civil Engineers
• Lawyers
Navy officers receive pay and allowances worthy of a professional. Benefits .
include 30-days paid vacation earned each year, free medical and dental care
and low-eost life insurance. And this isjust a part of the story. Contact us.
We'll tell you therest,
'
. ,
.
Call 1-800-543-9820

Sign up now at your placement office-to talk about your future goals; or call'
us todayfor a private consultation..
. _.
.
.
.

r •.
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Boise State just 1-6
away from contlnes
of Bronco Gym
Layne D. Hansen
. Staff Writer

A1bnerlBrlan Becker

BSU running back Prentice Stephens, right, tries to escape a pair 'of Northeastern
defenders in Boise State's 27-13 win last Saturday at Bronco StadJum.
,'

s
. Boise State' running· back
Willie Bowens' big night helped
the BSU football team improve
its record
to 2-1, beating
Northeastern
27-13 Saturday
.night.
Bowens,
a transfer
from
Merced Junior College, collected
211 yards to claim second place
behind Cedric Minter's 261 yards
on the alI-time single game rushingrecord.
.
Not since Chris Thomas
rushed for 200 yards in J988 has
a Bronco running back rushed
for 200 yards in a single game.
Bowens, a junior, had been a
backup to Prentice Stephens.

k

k

Bo~eris' strong performance
-Tasi Autele recovered a fumwas helped by the Broncos"
ble on the Northeastern 37 yard
improved passing game, as quarline to set up a 26-yard field goal
terback Danny Langsdorf went
by Greg Erickson.
.
23 for 46 with 283 yards.
.' , The defense, which gave' up
"If it weren't for the passing
38 points in last week's loss to
game
the
running
.game'
Nevada, not only set up scoring
wouldn't open up," Bowens said.
drives, they had one .of their
Langsdorf
connected
with
own.
Iarett Hausske for 21 yards and
Safety Chris Cook made a jarMike Wtlson for 23 yards to help
ring sack on the Huskies' quickset up the first Bronco touchfooted quarterback,
ClarzeU
'down.
Pearl. Defensive end Joe O'Brien
Brandon Ferguson plunged in recovered the fumble and ramfrom the one to give the Broncos
bled 13 yards for a Bronco toucha 7-0 lead with five seconds left
down;
in the first quarter.
''The ball bounced right into
The Bronco offense had great
my hands," O'Brien said.
field position several times with
the help of five forced turnovers
• Big win continued on
by the defense.

page 18

Mter six tries on the road, the BSU volleyball team has only managed to win one 0
match away from Bronco Gym.
Boise State dropped
three straight
matches at the Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo
Invitational last weekend-a
performance
that dropped their road record to 1-5, and
their overall record to 4-6.
.
While the Broncos have had their problems winning on the road this year, they've
done fairly well at home.
Boise State started the season off with
three wins in the Boise Labor Day Classic a
few weeks ago.
.
In the Cal Poly-SLO tourney, the
Broncos didn't play well in the first two
matches, losing to Loyola Marymount 15-7,
15-12, 15-2 and, 15-3, 15-11, 11-15, 15-9 to
Cal Poly-SLO.
....
'. . .'
Boise State took Iowa to the fifth game,
but still couldn't pull out a win, faIling ll..
15,8-15,15-9,15-8,20-18._
Despi te the bad performance
as a
team, there was a bright spot for 000.
, JUnior outside hitter Melissa Dahl had
37 kills
and
34 digs
in three
matches-statistics
that earned her a spot' .... I
on the all-tournament team, the only player from BSU to receive the honor.
Dahl notched 11 kills against Cal PolySLO, 16 against Iowa, and seven in the
match against Loyola Marymount.
Boise State finished its non-conference
games for the year, and will start the most
important
part" of the' season later this
Jt'
week, when it starts Conference play.
The Broncos are 1-0 against gig Sky
Conference opponents so far this season
with their win coming against Idaho Stat~
in the Labor Day Classic, '
.
The Broncos open the conference sea;
'son by hosting Weber State this Thursday
and Northern Arizona on Saturday.
Thursda~s game is scheduled to begin
at7 p.m., With Sunday's game getting
.....'
under way at 2 p.m, Both games are at
Bronco Gym.

thl t sccfu Ity stu enfs" t
ScottGere
Staff Writer
The most common
conception of studentathletes
is they have
everything
handed to
them.
To people outside of
image of the average college athlete is they need
do little or no work in
.school and take easy
classes like basket weaving and library skills.
, .: But according.to some

members of the athletic
department,
nothing
could be further from the
truth.
Fred Goode is the academic adviser for all student-athletes;
and has
fourid that effective time
management is. extremely difficult for an athlete.
"Most
[freshmen]
don't realize when they
come to campus how
much work it is,'" he
said.
Athletes
must
fit
classes and practices,

study and recreation,
into 24 hours-not
an
easy task.
Goode helps students
select a major and pick
classes that will fit a
busy athletic schedule.
Mter that, however, lies
a big difference between
student-athletes and regularstudents.
Once an athlete determines a major, that. student must take classes
toward
that degree.
Student-athletes
aren't
able to take Classes just

because they might get
an "easy A." While regularstudents
can take a
so-called
easy class,
there's
little
risk
involved. Student-athletes risk their eligibility
and scholarships.
Despite the resources
available for student-athletes, there are those that
slip through the Cracks.
Travis Stuart,
the '<"
starting quarterback for

• Athletes cont. on

pg.18
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Abusive co ches r just

,

,
"

"

Football pads are
designed to protect players
from the shots they take
from other players.
But sometimes pads
come in helpful when coaches try to motivate their players.
For people who haven't
been in athletics, it's hard to
understand some of the
techniques coaches use to
get inside their players'
heads, to try and make them
do better.
.
Coaches are an interesting breed. They have to be
part psychologist, part
teacher, part parent and
more. And when a coach has
dozens of players to teach

• Athletes continued
from page 17
BSU as a junior last year,
isn't playing this year after
being named academically
ineligible.
Also, two starters from
BSU's
basketball
team-guard
Darnell Woods
and . forward
Sherman
Morris,
both of whom
would
have
been
seniors-i-will redshirt this
season because of grade
problems.
So how do athletes cope
with the rigors of balancing
sports and schoolf Boise

and motivate, it's hard to
determine how to get each
player going.
And as some TV viewers
found out last week, the
methods are, at times,
unpleasant.
Television cameras
showed a scene involving
running back coach Tom
Osborne yelling and pushing junior tailback WiJlie
Bowens' shoulders during a
practice.
And while it may have
looked like Osborne was
bullying his player, the motivational ploy apparently
worked.
In Saturday's game
against Northeastern,

Bowens ran wild, racking up

211 yards on 30 carries.
But there are those who
question the tactic. These are

State gymnastics
coach
point average goals, and
Yvonne "Sam" Sand mire,
inter-team tutoring all help
whose team has a 100 perher athletes in their studies.
cent graduation
rate, said
But it all comes down to the
it's not easy.
individual.
'
"First of all, it starts with
"It's total dedication,"
recruiting,"
she said. "We
Sandmire said. "They want,
want gymnasts whose goal
to succeed."
is to graduate."
Coaches have various
Sandmire said the averways of keeping players on
age college gymnast trains
the academic
track. For
in private clubs about four
example,
football
head
hours a day all through high
coach Pokey Allen requires
school, learning early how . two hours of study halI a
to manage their time.
day and encourages his athSandmire also uses variletes to use the facilities and
ous methods to encourage
services available to all BSU
scholarship on her team.
students.
Study halls, team grade
.' "If they're not in class or

rs?'
young men who don't need
Granted, it's not just footto be pushed around, they
ballcoaches who are sadissay, leave them alone. Still,
tic. Indiana's basketball
even the players take it in
coach is known as a not very
stride:
nice guy, to say the least. But
, ''We needed everybody to
in almost each case, the
wake up," Bowens said after
players who survived show
the game, defendipg his ,
an unflinching loyalty and
coach's action.
'affection for their coaches.
Historically, football
Most people who have,
coaches are mean. They
played football-or most
seemingly enjoy dispensing
':lny sport-would
agree that
pain.
tough coaches and a little
The legendary Bear
roughness are part of the
Bryant was notorious for
game. It's an accepted fact.
running players into the
, The question lies in when
ground, until the weakest
does a coach cross the line.
ones quit. Earl Bruce was
When is it motivation and
run out of the Ohio State
.when is it abuse? Like so
program after punchingone
, many other things in life,
of his players.
'
that line isa:wfully blurry.
study hall, they've got prob- .
According to Sandmire,
lems," he said. "They can't
one morning she arrived at
, perform on the field unless
work around 7:30 a.m. and
they perform in the classpassed
the
Academic
room."
.
,Resource
Center
in the'
Allen also briefly menPavilion. There was AlIen,
tioned a "breakfast club" he
silting at a desk in front of a
runs for players, but failed
collection of football players.
to elaborate. Sandmire did it
. AlI of them were study':
for him.
mg.

110 8KY ICOII CARD
FOOTBALL
Big Sky

Idaho
Montana
No. Arizona
801.. 51.

, . McintanSSt '
E. Washington
Weber. St.
Id:m0St,'

'Overall

WL

WLPcLPF

1 0
1 0
o 0

3
2

o

0

.0

0
0

o
01

o

, Last week's games
Bol .. SL XI, Northeastern

1

3
2

PA

0 1.00 160
1 .666 110
0 1.00 78

68
99
59
61

1 .666 68

2 1 .666 101 .. 79'
1 1 .500 61
41
21.66667
96
1 2.333
75
53

13

Montana 28, Idaho St.16
Idaho 56, WElber St. 0 .
Montana St Sa ,Fort lewis ColJege 20
No. Arizona 23, CaI-5tNorthridge 9
E. Washington 48, CaI-5t Sacramento 7
This week's games
Stepflen F. AuaUn.at Boise SL, 7:05

p.m.

• Montana at E. Washington, 2:05 p.m.
• No. Arizona at Idaho St, 6:35 p.m.
• WeberStat Montana St, 2:05 p.m,
(·Cenotes Big Sky Conference game)

AIIlltIlrIBrlan Becbr

BSU wide receiver Mik~ Wilson lries 10 escape from a tackle Saturday nighL

• Big win continued
from page 17

..DO I REALLY MAKE A DIFFERENCE?,
THROUGH PRAYER YOU CAN!!
COME AND HEAR A fREE
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE LECTURE
BY CANDACE H. BERSCHAUER, C.S.B.
Of OLmPIA, WASHINGTON

The Broncos put together
a team effort in the win, but
it still wasn't perfect in the
eyes of BSU head coach
Pokey Allen.
''We have improved a lot,
but are still undisciplined,"
. Allen said after the game.
The injury-ravaged defen.sive line responded well, as it
held Northeastern to just 22
yards on the ground for the
night-e-much improved over,
. last week's performance.
"1 was impressed with the
defensive line," Allen said. '

A Member of the Chrlstlan Science Board of,le,ctureshlp

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER ~6
. AT 3 P.M. IN THE
BSUOUTDOOR AMPHITHEATRE
FREE CHILD CARE .
Sponsored by First ChUrches of Christ, Scientist
Boise and Payette
",:
and Christian Sclel)ce Society, C81dwell
•
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HULLS GULCH NEEDS YOURIlELP
Grass-roots organizations, corporate
contacts and local businesses are
working to meet the Nov. 1
purchase deadline to preserve. Hulls
Gulch as a recreational area
To.ftnd out what you can do to save.
Hulls Gulch, call 345-6709

1993 Alzheime~'s Association BolseTreasure Valley Chapter Memory
Walk, Saturday, Oct. 2
For registration, call 384";1788
Foreign ServlceWrltten Exam
. Saturday, Nov. 13, in Boise
Call Career Planning' and Placement
at 385-1747

The BSU Guitar Society and the
Idaho Classical Guitar Society
present classical guitarist
JASONVIEAUX .
Sunday, Sept. 26, 7:~0 pm
Morrison Center Recital Hall
Tickets cost $10 general and $5
students and. seniors.
Call 385-3980
Idaho Voices of Faith for Human
Rights seeks volunteers!
Call 375-8712
BARITONE

"An

LYNN BERG WILL PERFORM

Evening of Song"

ACCOMPANIED BY BSU

PIANO PROFESSOR

'. DEL PARKINSON

Everyone Invited for Free Eats!
LDSSA Weekly Luncheon
Fridays, 11 am-I pm, LDS Institute

Women's Center Openhouse
Meet our volunteers, peruse our
library, and celebrate our new
community with us
Friday; Sept. 29, noon-5 pm
SUB Annex I
Refreshments
will be served
. .

..
Mondays, 5 pm
SUB Ada Hatc~ Ballroom C
Call Amy Brown at 342-7706

i'

r,'.,

.

Join the ~ewish Students
Leave your name for Leon at the
Student Acttvtttes counter in the
SUB

FOR EXPENSE;-PAID IN1ERNSHIPS

.Lesley SchuIer, (603) 543-1700 days
27th Annual Museum Comes to Life
Dancing, demonstrations, food, fun
and games.
Saturday, Sept.~5, 10 am-5pm, at
the Idaho Historical Museum
ADMISSION IS FREE.
Call June Peterson at 343-4769

The ACLU Club of BSU presents
Inherit the Wind
Sept. 24 and 25, 8 pm
BSU SpEC Center
Tickets are $10
BSU students receive a 50%
discount at the box office
Call 344-5243

Join the largest service
organization in America: Circle K
International

Help Plan
Martin Luther King, Jr./Human
Rights Celebra~on Week
COmmittee meets Tuesday, Sept. 21
5 pm in the SUB Farnsworth Room
Call Rob Meyer at 385-1223

The Student Coiiservatloii
Association, Inc. seeks volunteers

Northwest Training and Networking
conference
Defending Human Rights in the
90s
Cost is. $35 including up to 23
hours of workshops
Sept. 25-26 in the SUB
Call 344-4295

Dance to the LouiDoum. Radioactixe
Waste Train Blues
Billy Grove and the Hardtones
Friday, Sept. 24, 8:30 pm-l am
Police Auxiliary Clubhouse
Sponsored by the Snake River
Alliance, tickets cost $5 in advance,
$6 at the door
.
Call 344-9161

Friday .. Sept. 24,7:30 pm
Morrison Center Recital Hall
Admission is $4 general, $2 seniors
free. to BSU faculty, staff and
students at the door
. . Call 385-3980

Celebrate Community Service and
Social Awareness
INTO THE STREETS
Saturday, Nov. 6, 10-2 pm In the
.
Quad
. Call Fafa at 385-4240

Share. Care. Encourage
Young Life 101
Sunday nights. 7-8:30 pm
SUB Boyington Room
Meet new friends for Bible study
and discussion.
Contact Tom, 377-5240

p.

HELICOPTER
. PILOTS
WANTED If qualified you could
be flying a AH-64 Apache or be
part of the crew. CALL 389-MIKE
before you graduate.
Army
National Guard is looking for the
TOPGUN personnel. Call 389-

MIKE.
900 PHONE LINES TURNKEY
AND CUSTOM LINES. FOR
COMPREHENSIVE INFO KIT
SEND $2.00 TO: DHM,15702
HALL DALE
AVE
HA,
GARDENA, CA 90247
Sofas: $5 -15 Vacuums: $10
Clothes: $.10 Bikes: $15·35
Chairs: $1 - 7 The Garage Sale,
4204 Chinden Blvd. Open 7 days
a week. 322oS792.

p.art of the crew. CALL 389MIKE beforeyou
graduate.
Arm,! National Guard is looking
for the TOPGUN personnel.
CALL 389·MlKE.
. ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Students Needed! Earn up to
$2,500+/mo. in canneries or on
fishing vessels. Many employers
provide
Room & Board &
Transportation.
No experience
necessary. For more information
call: (206) 545-4155 ext. A5903
1981 Honda Passport Sc~ter, 70 .
cc. Very reliable. $400. Park up
close! 345-4254.
Parking Lot Attendant. Parttime, T &Th 11:30 - 6, Sat. 9 - 5.

$4.50/hr. 342-8254.
GREEKS AND CLUBS Raise up
to $1000 in JUST ONE WEEK!
For your fraternity, sorority &
. club. Plus $1000 for yourselfl
And a FREE T-SHIRT just for
calling .. 1-800-932"()528,ext.75.
CONCERNED
ABOUT
HEALTH, fitness, well-being?
Exciting, lucrative ground floor
opportunity.
Only sincere
individuals call 322-6803.
HELICOPTER
PILOTS
WANTED - If qualifiea you could
be flyinga AH·64 APACHE or be

SPORTS' MINDED PEOPLE
WANTED. $1 - 3K +/mo.10
People needed immediately. We
are looking for people with above
average work habits. and lots of
enthusiasm. Training provided,
Call Kathy 3~-9580.
.
Bilinguals· needed. $3K +/mo.
Business minded people needed
to help run international office.
Various positions available. No
phone Interviews. P~T, F-T, we
offer training. Call for Kathy 3789580.

Male or couple
roommate
needed for Nov. 1 move in.
Beautiful, cozy and spacious
home located in the heart of
Boise's North End. Liberalminded, responsible
people,
please.
Smokers
ok,· but
regretfully, no pets. Rent $250 +
1/2 utilities. Call Dave or Angie
at 939-1137or leave a message.

CLIfFS

1989 Honda CRX Si (Black).
AlC, Sunroof,' AM/FM Cassette.
$7500 OBO. 338-9437. Leave
message for Grant

STUDVW"RE'FoR

R.f\"wA~r;l

pq'AIII AT\"~II"
Ch'" .... P....- •.

1987 Honda Elite 150 (white).
Low miles.
Gas efficient.
Eliminates parking problems.
New battery, battery charger.
Two helmets. $1200/0BO. No
reasonable offer refused. 3435670.
FOR SALE: 1979 Toyota Celica.
Good. Condition.
5-speed,
hatchback; AIC, Mitsubishi
stereo.
Snow tires included.
$1500 OBO. 342·2435.
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